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Rippley: Dramatic Structure in Gerhart Hauptmann's Florian Geyer

Dramatic Structure in Gerhart Hauptmann's
Florian Geyer
La Vern J. Rippley

While dramatic structure is necessary to some degree in every stage play, it is
more evident in some dramas than in others. Dramatic structure is prominent in
most of Hauptmann's dramas and exists as a salient aspect that has often been
overlooked in Florian Geyer. Consequently, some critics have charged that the drama
is not stageworthy.l In the following essay, an effort is made to point out a few of
the structual features that foster the stageworthiness of Florian Geyer.
Mention should be made in passing that Hauptmann's use of sixteenth century
language is an intrinsic kind of structural element in the play. Several studies show
that Hauptmann took great pains to reproduce the historically accurate language of
Florian Geyer's time and that he did so out of a sense of fidelity to the principles
of naturalism which he espoused. 2 In full agreement with the author's naturalistic
viewpoint, one may still note that his use of archaic speech imparts a mood that
accurately characterizes the period of history when Geyer lived. This linguistic
reproduction brings to the stage playa sense of unity. Understood broadly then,
the historically accurate language helps to identify the characters with the situations
presented in the play.
Although adhering closely to the language of 1525, Hauptmann chose to alter the
historical dates for the action in Florian Geyer. Specifically, the Peasants' Uprising
took place between May fifth and June ninth in 1525, but Hauptmann adjusted the
historical data to encompass the Easter-Pentecost time period in which his plot
unfolds. 3 It may be assumed that this time alignment was essential to the author's
theme. In the Christian tradition the Easter season celebrates the new mode of
existence wherein the body is not bound by time and space while Pentecost brings
the fulfillment of the promised reign of the spirit. The period between these two
feasts is one of transition from earthy immanence to heavenly transcendence. It is
such an unattainable goal, Le., the establishemnt of a utopian millennium on earth,
toward which the peasants make their thrust under the leadership of Florian Geyer
as they dream of the return of Barbarossa. Geyer proclaims that this utopian dream
was the cause he served: "Itzt hab' ich einer gottlichen Sache gedient. Itzt dien' ich
keinem Konig mehr" (377, 420, 427}.4
This Easter-Pentecost period is on the lips of Kratzer at the end of act IV. "Die
Laufte stellen sich uf den Kopf. Zu Ostern entstieg der Heiland clem Grabe. Zu
Pfingsten schlagt man ihn wieder ans Kreuz" (429). This reference is a conspicuous
attempt to identify the peasant uprising with the passion and death of Christ. However, with respect to the peasants, the Savior's sequence of passion, death, resurrec-
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tion, ascension, and coming of the paraclete at Pentecost has been reversed. For the
peasants, the utopian inspiration-may we say the illusory dream of utopia-came
first, while suffering and death followed.
Since Hauptmann adjusted the historical time of the play to fit the EasterPentecost period, his decision is worthy of audience attention. Significantly the
length of time between Easter and Pentecost encompasses seven weeks. In a way,
there are six weeks for the reign of the risen Christ on earth and a final one-the
ten days between the Ascencion and Whitsun-for the coming of the spirit. Hauptmann here seems to play on the folkloric significance of the number "7" which, as
we know, is an archetypal construct that conceives matter in terms of the number
"4" and spirit in terms of the number "3". Thus the archetypal "7" is a way of
designating the totality of both matter and spirit as perfection or completion.
Considering that Florian Geyer makes an attempt to create a utopia on earth, then
failure to attain the rounded number of "7" constitutes imperfection and defeat. s
A structural device in Florian Geyer exemplifies this tendency toward, but failure
to reach, the perfection of seven. There is a lengthy prologue which for our purposes
can be viewed as a separate act in addition to the other five. 6 The first three acts
depict optimism and strong resolution while the latter three show action and resolve
dwindling. In the end, of course, there is no seventh act nor does Barbarossa
return to usher in a millennium, an event which Geyer had referred to as the
sabbatical or jubilee year. Thus, the failure of the peasants to achieve their new
world is a theme which is accentuated by the structural tendency in the play
toward seven, the same message presented in the Easter-Pentecost time sequence.
Another meaningful structural pattern found in the drama is its "unity of time."
In Florian Geyer, the time is structured to span a single day from morning until
late night. The prologue is spoken during the daytime, probably in the forenoon
since church services and a sermon are in progress. Stage directions indicate that
the first act occurs during the daytime, for characters observe the activity on the
street through an open window. The second act is likewise staged during the day
for a precise stage direction says: "In der Hinterwand Fenster, die geoffnet den
Blick auf den Markt und das Rathaus gewahren (357). The time of day in act III,
though not definite, is probably the afternoon since a provincial diet is in session
and when Geyer departs with his group abandoning Loffelholz, it is late afternoon
or evening. Stage directions are specific for act IV, "Die Zeit nach Mitternacht."
In the course of this act, the utter darkness outside gradually seeps into the meeting
room. Physical darkness occurs when Kratzer stuffs papers into the stove and at
the end of act IV reports, "Das Feuer ist aus." Spiritual darkness is referred to
when Rector Besenmeyer picks up the cue, touches the corpse of Tellerman and
reports in metaphor "Das Feuer ist aus" (429). Not only the fire in a man's life
and in the stove, but truly the fires of enthusiasm for the peasant cause have also
been smothered. When Tellermann dies, Geyer departs leaving the room, the
corpse and the entire peasant cause in darkness.
The night-death motif becomes more intense in act V. Now the audience sees a
distant red sky reflecting the burning of Wiirzburg. In darkness the characters
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prepare for breakfast in anticipation of dawn. But before the sun rises, the play
ends. By terminating the drama just before daybreak, Hauptmann completes thematically the Easter-Pentecost situation which he chose for his time period.
Although Whitsun should bring a glorious new era, it aborts bloodily for the
peasants. Rector Besenmeyer speaks at the end of act IV of "Blutige Pfingsten"
(429). The lights have gone out and the dawn of a peasant utopia fails to break.
The motifs of night (death) and morning (resurrection) are structurally diversified
by the occurrence of a death on stage at the conclusion of each of the last three
pessimistic acts. With each, there is an echo from Golgatha with no hope of Easter
morning. In act III, L6ffelholz is abandoned to die unbefriended (407). At the end
of act IV, Tellermann also dies effectually without friends, having slipped from
consciousness before arriving from K6nigshofen (424). In the final act it is Geyer
himself who is killed on stage with no comrades present. 7 With the fall of Geyer,
death triumphs over the peasants' thrust toward freedom with on sign of a
resurrection of their hopes.
In addition to carefully structured occurrences in Florian Geyer, Hauptmann also
presents space in such a way as to underscore the theme of enclosure in his
drama . The prologue is set in the Frauenburg, a fully enclosed fortress with but
one room visible. The room's solid walls have barely one aperture. As if to
emphasize the isolation, Gilgenessig speaks of receiving the twelve articles over the
wall, "Das Heftlein, daraus ich Euch vorlese, gestrenge Herren, hiitt ein Bote vom
G6tzen von Berlichingen unliingst iiber die Mauer hereingereicht" (308). In the abstract, a tight stronghold of the mind prevails as well, for, the knights, buttressed
by the clergy, cling to reactionary ideas of domination over peasantry. If a member
of their caste, such as Florian Geyer, breaks out to join the peasant quest, he must
be pounded back into the hole: "ich will den Florian Geyer in ein Mauseloch
priigeln" (321)
Contrasting with the enclosure of the nobility in the prologue is the open peasant
territory of act I which is set in a chapter room at Wiirzburg. As the stage opens
into perspectives, a feeling of spaciousness is apparent. There is an arched door
into the church and windows transmitting sun and air. Likewise, the action is in
the center of a large room where characters stand at the window and relate the free
movement of people outside.
The scene of act II is Kratzer's tavern at Rothenburg, one that is still more open.
Through windows we have a direct view of the market place and city hall. Doors
lead to a corridor and to an adjoining room. In addition to the openness, there is a
constant coming and going and continued reporting from the streets, making this
the most open scene in the play.
Act II is not only the most open scene but also the most visionary. In it, Geyer
resolves to prepare the way for a reincarnation of the reign of Barbarossa, "Ich
will, ich will, ich will, ... dem Barbarossa will ich den Weg beteiten" (378). Discussion of this visionary return is found only in this act, implying that the openness
of the scene becomes a metaphor of the high ideals as well. In act II the audience
also sees Geyer strike down Schiiferhans, an act which some critics have considered
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to be likewise symbolic. Paul Schlenther, for example, interprets Geyer's blow to
Schiiferhans as a blow to the savagery and desolation of Geyer's era, an act which
identifies the hero with the common man. 8 Schlenther points out that Geyer is
capable only of symbols, not of deeds.
Although not structural aspects as such, other features of act II draw our attention
to the visionary and symbolic quality of the act by underscoring the structural
devices previously mentioned. A blind monk exhorts that "das Jubeljahr stiind vor
der Tiir. Treiben es in die Herzen, als sollte der Barbarossa wiederkommen, also
sollt gar der Heiland wiederkommen auf die Welt und tausend Jahr eitel Fried und
Freude anrichten" (361). Decrying the organized Church, the blind monk 'sees' a
utopian Church about to be established in the millennium. In other words, Hauptmann has structured act II to have wide open vistas in order to have a proper
setting for his blind monk's inner vision of a forthcoming millennium. Concluding
his sermon, the blind monk refers to Genesis: "Aber Gott sprach: es werde Licht!
Und so ward es Licht; und so Licht ist es worden, dass ich es scheinen sehe, Gott
sei mein Zeuge! durch meine blinden Augen" (362). With considerable skill as a
dramatist, Hauptmann incorporates his theme of the peasants' visionary hopes in
the sermon of a monk who is physically blind to the wide open stage set but who
'sees' clearly the utopian goals of the peasantry.
The motif of blindness and transcendent vision links the second act to the third
in which a blind son walks with his weeping mother who wails an apocalyptic
warning : "Der liebe Gott bewahre euch! Das sagen die sieben Siegel. dass alle
Fische werden briillen, die Engel werden weinen und werfen sich mit Steinen. Die
Wege werden schwimmen, die Wasser werden glimmen" (400). As the woman
prophesies from the Book of Revelation, the playwright reiterates his theme, a visionary utopia, which is urged upon his audience by characters and sets which also
reiterate his theme.
Stage directions for act III imply that the room seen by the audience is a small
council chamber, a view that shrinks after the openness of act II. The activity also
diminishes thereby conveying the feeling that contact with life on the outside is
being severed. The pattern of closing continues in act IV in which we return to
Kratzer's Inn, the open setting for act II. Night has now closed off the view to the
activities of the market place and a conflagration reddens the sky. Now past midnight, traffic has dwindled and in a twofold sense it is closing time : time for Kratzer
to close the tavern and the time when the hope of success for the peasants expires.
Once again, the physical action of closing things on stage becomes a structural
device to carry Hauptmann's theme of closing the peasant cause.
The sensation of being closed off intensifies when the night watchman arrives
and Hauptmann gives two stage directions emphasizing the man's keys. After
Kratzer closes the shutters, a stage direction indicates "ein Schliissel wird umgedreht,
eine Tiir geht" (417) and Besenmeyer is cautiously admitted. Others, including Geyer,
enter by the same way, all of them in progressing stages of debility. As the physical
scene is locked up, entrances and exits are limited and the characters quiet down
to a cloistered silence.
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Moments later Tellermann literally tumbles on stage looking for Geyer, and like
the stage set itself, he loses consciousness and dies. Tellermann's interruption-here
the root meaning of 'breaking in'-symbolizes the reverse of what is verbalized in
Besenmeyer's statement spoken just before Tellermann's arrival: "Die Vernunft ist
aller Wahrheit Urquell, nit aber eine verfluchte Hur, wie sie der Luther gennennet.
Sie ist alles Gliickes Urquell und aller Rechte Urquell" (423). Besenmeyer speaks
nostalgically of the lights of reason that had formerly shone brilliantly in Germany.
But now the lights of reason have faded, the fire in the stove has gone out, Tellermann's light of life has gone out, and all hopes for a utopian success for the
peasants have also been darkened.
While acts III and IV gradually close in, act V is an enclosure. The final scene
has but one door into a second room and only one exit by way of a narrow winding
stairs. The playwright tells us that the two doorways on the left are locked. Stage
directions repeat that it is night. The only perspective of space comes from the ominous foreboding red in the distant sky. Having begun in an enclosure, the Frauenburg,
the action of the drama comes full circle and ends in a similar enclosure, Rimpar
castle. As the plot has meandered from initial fortress to final fortress, hopes for
a utopia have swelled and receded and now Geyer admits: "Der heimliche Kaiser
muss weiter schlafen, die Raben sammeln sich wieder zu Haufen" (420).
By means of the drama's circular structure, Hauptmann illustrates in tabloid
fashion a complex religious problem with a long history: hope for the millennium.
Hopelessly trapped in the Rimpar Castle by knights who do not dare lay hands on
him, Geyer is betrayed by a Judas: "Wen suchet ihr? ... Judas! Judas! (458). Perhaps
also by the two tableaus, prologue and final act, Hauptmann represents structurally
Germany's religious cleavage. In the course of five acts we glimpse the peasants
striving to break out of their divided world in order to fulfill their dreams of an
empire detached from the dichotomy of sixteenth century German history. In the
end, still encircled by a fortress on the outside and by the knights' circle on the
inside, Geyer reaches once more for his sword to break out, then perishes ignominiously by an arrow. Shackled by duality on all levels, Geyer is Hauptmann's
embodient of his reflections on that tragic period in German history.
As has already become apparent, then, the ring-circle motif is also a structural
device in Florian Geyer. Evident in the play's progression from introductory to final
act, the circle motif pervades the drama. In the prologue, the knights, ringed in
their castle, are also ringed by their resolve. Only one knight succeeds in breaking
out of his class, Wolf von Hanstein. Agreeing with the peasants' twelve articles,
Hanstein finds himself outside the circle, so to speak, and leaves the round fortress.
Being ringed and breaking out is also apparent at the end of act I. Here Geyer
vows that he will accept with obedience befitting an evangelical brother anyone
the council chooses as leader. Geyer says, "Wer aber der Meinung ist, dass das
beschehe, der stosse sein Messer in dies en Ring." (355) A stage direction then lets
Geyer draw a circle with chalk on the church door. Beginning with Tellermann
who plunges his knife into the wood with the words "Dem Truchsessen von Waldberg . . . mitten ins Herz!" (355), Geyer's colleagues follow suit each time symbolically
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hitting another enemy in the heart. For dramatic effect the later editions of Hauptmann's works let Geyer speak the crucial words as he drives his knife into the door:
"der deutschen Zwietracht mitten ins Herz!" (356). Theater directors wanted these
significant words on Geyer's tongue to achieve a coup de theatre but by so doing
they may have destroyed the symmetry which Hauptmann conceived to depict the
character of Florian Geyer.
Recent critics9 are willing to let Geyer speak the words, perhaps because they
believe Hauptmann is on their side. In a conversation with C. F. Behl one summer
at Hiddensee shortly before his death, Hauptmann said: "Das Wort: 'Der deutschen
Zwietracht mitten ins Herz' wollen wir aber nun endgiiltig dem Titelhelden geben,
und damit die schon sehr alte Biihnentradition sanktionieren."lo The question remains whether these words represent the artist's true intention or his resignation.
After all, it did take the author most of his long life to finally sanction not his, but
others' version of his work. If we are to accept this isolated incidence of Geyer's
aggressive leadership, how do we resolve his inability to act elsewhere? Why cannot
the words about discord be just as significant when spoken by Sartorius? Although
it may seem crucial for some studies that Geyer pronounce the dictum, let us see
whether the words might not have just as much weight and yet be equally consistent
with the character of Geyer if the titular hero does not speak them.
In Hauptmann's earlier editions, 11 five comrades successively stab knives into
the door. Then Sartorius mouthes the key line given later to Geyer: "Der deutschen
Zwietracht mitten ins Herz!" Six others stab the door and the curtain falls. True to
his indecisive nature elsewhere in the drama, Geyer never utters a sound in this
scene. Thus, in the 1910 edition, repetitive statements surround the pronouncement
about discord in Germany, making it the central declaration. Hemmed in by the
dialogue, Sartorius, by speaking the famous words, describes not only Germany
but himself as well. Shrouded in paradox and a traitor in the end, Sartorius makes
this profound declaration in one breath and is guilty of machination in the next.
Thus, it seems structurally appropriate and consistent with character that Geyer
does not say the key words.
Whereas the statement may be said to be ringed in by the dialogue at the end
of act I, Geyer talks specifically about a ring elsewhere in the act. He muses about
a new order to be established outside clerical and ducal circles. Deriving authority
from outside Germany's borders, Geyer pleads for the right to form 'rings' free from
foreign justice. "Ich lobe mir unser deutsches Herkommen, die freien Ringe statt
der Amtsstuben" (340). As if impressing the motif on the audience during act II,
Geyer reassures "noch bin ich guten Muts und fiircht mich nit. Die Schwarzen
sind meine Ringmauer" (376). Only moments later, hearing the news that his
Ringmauer-a troop of brothers carrying black banners and under the leadership
of Tellermann-has been annihilated in a premature attack, Geyer decides temporarily to give up the struggle for a new order.
Ramifications of the ring motif in act III include a reference to J6slein the Jew,
who had hoped to find rest from his wandering in the new peasant empire. For
the Jew, the new order would represent a new Jerusalem freed from an intolerant
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Christian community. When the millennium fails, J6slein must reutrn to his Ghetto,
the confining circle alloted to him by Christians. Also in act III, when the old
woman with her blind son begs Geyer for a handout, Geyer gives her his ring, the
symbol of a pledge. And, at the end of the act Geyer defends himself against those
encircling him. When the curtain is already falling, he asks: "Wo ist der Sartorius?"
to which a friend answers, "Er hat den Ring an der Hoftiir lassen" (406).
In the course of act IV, Geyer seeks to lift himself and his cause out of desperation
by supernatural charms, crying, "Wein! Wein! Wein von dem Rhein! Ich will das
Riidlein noch einmal treiben" (422). In hopes of a better turn from the wheel of
fortune, Geyer is seen drawing with chalk on the table. His aimless action now
stands in contrast to his circle drawn earlier on the church door to rally support.
No longer able to inspire unity, Geyer scribbles in chaotic disarray.
In act V the drama comes full circle. At its end, Geyer is encircled with no chance
of breaking out. Here too, a circling stairs is the only entrance to the castle. As if
insisting on the circular form, Hauptmann reiterates five times in stage directions
that the stairs is a Wendelstiege, a winding spiral that leads upwards only indirectly
and always in circles.
The dramatist uses still another structural device in Florian Geyer: The point in
each act when Geyer enters on stage is used to expose the hero's character. From
the very beginning, Geyer is plagued by the discord and lack of unity in his
followers. Taken in their root meanings, the German words (Eintracht-harmony
and Zwietracht-discord) stem from the numbers one and two. Accordingly, Geyer's
appearances on stage fit a first-half, second-half pattern, and pictorially reveal his
nature. Absent from the long prologue, Geyer's entrances split both acts I and II
each into two equal parts. Geyer is present only in the second half of each act.
With a flourish, he enters act III midway, repeating this division in act IV, while
in act V he arrives at Rimpar Castle slightly after the pivotal point. Geyer dominates
only second halves, a fact which produces a visual Zwietracht within each act.
Lacking the qualities of a classical hero, Geyer always arrives too late and fails to
grapple successfully with the situation.t 2 His belated entrances signal a genuine
split in each act, but not only in the act. The schizoid split exists in Geyer's personality as well.
Failing to show up in first halves , Geyer prevails in none and appears as a leader
only in act I when drawing the circle on the door. But if we accept the original version
as the one Hauptmann really intended, then even in this scene of decision and
resolve, Geyer must be discounted as a doer of deeds. In each succeeding act, Geyer
is already in the background at the finish. At the close of act II, Schultheiss takes
the lead, begging "Der Geyer muss mit uns.-Er muss- muss mit uns" (385). In the
following two acts Geyer is off stage at curtain time and in the fInal act, death
dramatically punctuates his absence.
Even in his stage presence, Geyer is closed off from the crux of the problem.
As L6ffelholz puts it, "man hat Schwert und Hand getrennt." Because Geyer cannot
get the situation in hand, each scene disintegrates from centrifugal forces. In each
act, prior to Geyer's appearance, the characters on stage anxiously anticipate the
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magnetic hero. Once present, his attraction is slight and he fails to take action.
The harmony needed to found a millennium is lacking in Geyer, in the peasantry,
and in Germany herself-a conundrum skillfully depicted in the dramatic structure
of the acts.
St. Olaf College

NOTES
tAlbert Scholz, "Zur BUhnengeschichte von Hauptmanns Tragooie des Bauernkrieges," Monatshefte, 35 (January 1943), 16-22. "Florian Geyer sollte des Dichters Meisterwerk werden. Mit
Spannung erwartete man in Berliner literarischen Kreisen die Uraufflihrung, die unter der
Leitung Otto Brahms am 4. Januar 1896 im "Deutschen Theater" stattfand. Doch welch eine
Enttauschung! Ein Misserfolg, wie er nicht vollstandiger gedacht werden konnte" (p. 16).
Theater critics commented, "Weiter nichts als eine geschichtliche Darstellung in dramatischer
Form." "Nur hat er kein Drama geschaffen ... ," "Eine Reihe van Larm erflillten Szenen."
Scholz shows that the play continued to fail until after its production on September 4, 1917
when the historical drama suddenly mirrored the German contemporary scene. Later, in a
Frankfurt production of 1937, the piece was acclaimed alongside Goethe's and Schiller's works.
See also Emil Sulger-Gebing, Gehart Hauptmann (Leipzig : Teubner, 1922) for a history of
the productions. Sulger-Gebing quotes Theodor Fontane's critical letter to Paul Schlenther:
"Und daran ist das StUck gescheitert, und ob nun gestrichen wird oder nicht, dieser Fehler
bleibt ... die BUhne ist kein Schauplatz flir Nuancierungen. Sie ist der Schauplatz flir
Gegansatze. Nur diese schaffen Orientierung, Klarheit. Nuancierungen sind der Stolz des
Romans, im Drama sind sie der Ruin." (p. 53).
2Caroll H. Owen, "Hauptmann's Sources for Florian Geyer," Germanic Review, 16 (December
1941) , 286-306 quotes verbatim some twenty-five historical passages and compares them with
passages in Florian Geyer. Most come from Wilhelm Zimmermann, Allgemeine Geschichte
des grossen Bauernkrieges. See Hermann J. Wiegand, "A Close-up of the German Peasants'
War," Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 35 (May 1944), 1-32
and Max Lenz. "Florian Geyer," Preussische lahrbucher (April 1896),97-127.
See also Herman J. Weigand, "Auf den Spuren von Hauptmann's Florian Geyer," PMLA, 57
(September 1943), 1160-1195, and PMLA, 58 (September 1943),797-848. Weigand shows
that Hauptmann quoted some 167 passages from sixteenth and seventeenth century fiction
writers and from nineteenth century historians.
Albert Scholz, "Zur Quellenforschung von Gerhart Hauptmann's Florian Geyer," Modem
Language Notes, 58 (April 1943),292-293 finds a wealth of material in H. Lemcke, "Florian
Geyer in der Geschichte und bei Gerhart Hauptmann," Neue lahrbucher fur das klassische
A Iterlllm (1916), 283.
Helene Harmann, "Andreas Gryphius als Quelle flir Gerhart Hauptmann," Prellssische
lahrbiicher (1922), 307-324. See also Klaus Hildebrandt, Gerhart Hauptmann und die
Geschichte (Munich: Delp, 1968), p. 68 ff. and p. 104 ff.
3Adolpf Bartels, Gerhart Hauptmann (Berlin: Emil Felber, 1906), p. 136 ff. and 163 ff. compares the historical dates with Hauptmann's dates for each act, and points out the playwright's alterations.
4Gerhart Hauptmann, Das Gesammelte Werk, Ausgabe letzter Hand, II (Berlin: Suhrkamp,
1943). Except where noted, all quotations are from this edition, and page references are included in the text.
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SSee Heinz Nyszkiewicz, "Balladeske Formen in Gerhart Haumptmanns Drama 'Florian
Geyer,' Piidagogische Provinz, 18 (1964),573-586. While the author does not deal with the
significance of the number "7," he does present many other folkloristic components in the drama.
6Joseph Gregor, Gerhart Hauptmann, Das Werk und unsere Zeit (Vienna: Diana, 1944), p. 287,
describes the playas "Ein immenses sechsteilliges Bildwerk."
7See Frederick Alvin Klemm, The Death Problem in the Life and Works of Gerhart Hauptmann
(Philadelphia: The University of Penn. Press 1939), p. 86.
8Paul Schlenther, Gerhart Hauptmann, Leben und Werke (Berlin: Fischer, 1922), pp. 124-125.
9Leroy R. Shaw, Witness of Deceit, Gerhart Hauptmann as Critic of Society (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1958), p. 87. See also Felix Voigt, "Die Entstehung von Gerhart
Hauptmanns Florian Geyer," Zeitschrift fur deutsche Philologie, 69 (1944-1945) , 149-213,
especially p. 175. See also Gregor, Gerhart Hauptmann , pp. 287-290.
lOCari Friedrich Wilhelm Behl, Zwiesprache mit Gerhart Hauptmann (Munich, 1949), p. 57.
llGerhart Hauptmann, Gesammelte Werke, V: Florian Geyer (Berlin: Fischer, 1910), p. 67.
l2See Oskar Seidlin, ''Taking Leave of Gerhart Hauptmann," The South Atlantic Quarterly (July
1947) , 360.
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